home-agent (Mobile IP Dynamic Assignment)

Syntax

```plaintext
home-agent {
    nai (name@domain | @domain) {
        home-agent ip-address;
    }
}
```

Hierarchy Level

- [edit logical-systems logical-system-name services mobile-ip dynamic-home-assignment],
- [edit logical-systems logical-system-name routing-instances routing-instances-name services mobile-ip dynamic-home-assignment],
- [edit routing-instances routing-instances-name services mobile-ip dynamic-home-assignment],
- [edit services mobile-ip dynamic-home-assignment]

Release Information


Description

Configure the IP address to which registration requests are sent as part of the home agent’s dynamic assignment rule.

The remaining statements are explained separately.

Required Privilege Level

- system—To view this statement in the configuration.
- system-control—To add this statement to the configuration.

Related Topics

- Configuring Mobile IP
- Configuring Dynamic Home Assignment for the Mobile Node
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